
Brief Instructions for 
T70 Midland Radio 

 
To turn on the Midland Radio, simply turn the short knob on the top of the radio next to the 
taller antenna. That knob also controls the Volume for listening. 
 
On the keyboard of your radio you will see 5 keys.  We will only be using the following 3: Menu 
and the Up and Down arrows.  
 
There are two settings that you must ensure are set correctly. They are the Channel # and the 
Privacy Code. Below are the instructions for setting these two numbers.  
 
Setting the Channel #: 
When you turn on your radio you will see a large number in the center of the display.  That is 
the Channel #.  For our radio network we will be using Channel 7. If it is not already at Channel 
7 then do the following: 
 
Press the Menu key once but do not hold.  You will see the Channel # flashing in the middle of 
the screen.  While the number is still flashing use the Up or Down arrow keys to change the 
number to 7. Then do nothing more. The flashing will stop and Channel 7 will be set. If the 
flashing stops before you make the change, then simply start over by pressing the menu key 
once. 
 
Setting the Privacy Code: 
On the Midland radios the Privacy Code does not show on the screen until you do the following: 
 
Press the Menu key two times in succession.  You will now see the letters OF (or a number) 
flashing in the lower right corner of the screen.  If you see OF, then simply let the flashing stop 
and you will have the correct setting.  If, instead, you see a number then use the Down arrow 
key to change it to OF.  OF stands for OFF and is the same as a 0 setting on other radios. 
 
There’s no reason to use the LOCK feature on this radio, but if you find that you cannot change 
anything then somehow the phone got locked.  You will see the lock icon on the screen.  To 
unlock the radio, press and hold the CALL key down for 3-4 seconds until you hear a beep and 
the lock icon disappears. 


